CORRIGENDUM-III
Corrigendum No. III to NIT No. 593/DH/MM/XEN/MM-II dated
25.01.2018, QD-773 (e-tender no. 71134).
The Schedule/key dates has been extended against tender enquiry
no. QD-773 NIT No. 593/DH/MM/XEN/MM-II dated 25.01.2018, QD-773 (e-tender
no. 71134).
Date of expiry of Downloading to Tender Documents & 05.03.2018 at 13:00 Hours
Bid Preparation upto
Date of opening of technical Part (Part-I)

05.03.2018 at 15:00 Hours

Manual submission of technical documents

07.03.2018 at 17:00 Hours

All other terms and conditions will remain unchanged.
Detailed

information

can

be

obtained

from

websites

https://haryanaeprocurement.gov.in and www.dhbvn.org.in

Superintending Engineer /MM,
for CE/MM, DHBVN, Hisar.
Not to be published

i.e.

DAKSHIN HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM
CORRIGENDUM-I
The following amendments in Price Clause of schedule–D (Part-II, Particular
conditions of contract) and SOT/Key dates against Notice Inviting Tender No.
593/DH/MM/XEN/MM-II dated 25.01.2018 (Tender enquiry No. QD-773) for fixing the rate
contract for supply of 11 Meter Long PCC Poles may be read as under: Sr. No.
Existing Clause
Proposed Clause
PRICE:- The prices quoted shall be PRICE:-The prices quoted shall be
1
‘FIRM’ and ‘FOR’ destination basis ‘FIRM’ and ‘FOR’ destination basis
anywhere in Haryana. The breakup of anywhere in Haryana. The breakup of
prices quoted viz. Ex-works prices, prices quoted viz. Ex-works prices,
insurance & freight charges upto first excise duty, cess, sales tax, freight
100 Km of distance beyond the charges upto first 100 Km of distance
nearest geographical jurisdiction of beyond
the
nearest
geographical
DHBVN, whichever is applicable (may jurisdiction
of
DHBVN/UHBVN,
be located in any directions, whichever is applicable (may be located
irrespective of location of the in any directions, irrespective of location
consignee stores/sites from firm’s/ of the consignee stores/sites from firm’s/
factory) and GST etc. should be factory) and insurance etc. should be
clearly given in schedule of prices as clearly given in schedule of prices as per
per details in the enclosed Performa, details in the enclosed Performa, which
is a must.
which is a must (Annexure–XI).
The
supplier
shall
bear
the
transportation cost upto first 100 Km
of distance beyond the nearest
geographical jurisdiction of DHBVN.
Nearest
DHBVN
geographical
jurisdiction will be fixed (It may be
located in any direction irrespective of
the consignee stores/Sites from firm
Factory).
Firms will mention the name of their
nearest
DHBVN
geographical
jurisdiction in their bid. However after
the first 100 Km distance beyond the
aforementioned nearest geographical
jurisdiction distance, the supplier shall
quote his transportation charges
(Including GST) on per Km distance
per pole basis. This can be further
understood by the example given
below: If the nearest DHBVN geographical
jurisdiction from the firms works is "X"
Km. ( which is fixed ) and the poles
are to be transported for total "Y" Km
distance from firm’s works , (Firm will
take the shortest motorable route to
deliver the poles at consignee stores/

The supplier shall bear the transportation
cost upto first 100 Km of distance
beyond
the
nearest
geographical
jurisdiction of DHBVN/UHBVN. Nearest
DHBVN/UHBVN geographical jurisdiction
will be fixed (It may be located in any
direction irrespective of the consignee
stores/Sites from firm’s Factory).
Firms will mention the name of their
nearest DHBVN/UHBVN geographical
jurisdiction in their bid. However after the
first 100 Km distance beyond the
aforementioned nearest geographical
jurisdiction distance, the supplier shall
quote his transportation charges on per
Km distance per pole basis. This can be
further understood by the example given
below: If
the
nearest
DHBVN/UHBVN
geographical jurisdiction from the firms
works is "X" Km.( which is fixed ) and the
poles are to be transported for total "Y"
Km distance from firm’s works , (Firm will
take the shortest motorable route to
deliver the poles at consignee stores/
sites and while doing so firm may enter

sites and while doing so firm may
enter
from
any
geographical
jurisdiction of DHBVN) then the extra
transportation charges given to the
firm will be equal to (Y – X – 100 ) Km.
x per Km. rate allowed.
Further, in case of delivery of poles at
site, the distance will be verified by the
concerned SDO, Store/XEN, Central
Store (as applicable) in consultation
with the concerned OP, S/Division in
whose jurisdiction, the poles have
been delivered and shall be invariably
mentioned on the store receipted
challans.
After finalization of the tender and
before issuance of the rate contracts
to the various firms, Controller of
stores, DHBVN, Hisar shall work out
the distance from the manufacturing
firms (only for the successful
suppliers) to the respective stores.

from any geographical jurisdiction of
DHBVN/UHBVN)
then
the
extra
transportation charges given to the firm
will be equal to (Y – X – 100 ) Km. x per
Km. rate allowed.
Further, in case of delivery of poles at
site, the distance will be verified by the
concerned SDO, Store/XEN, Central
Store (as applicable) in consultation with
the concerned OP, S/Division in whose
jurisdiction, the poles have been
delivered and shall be invariably
mentioned on the store receipted
challans.
After finalization of the tender and before
issuance of the rate contracts to the
various firms, Controller of stores,
DHBVN, Hisar shall work out the
distance from the manufacturing firms
(only for the successful suppliers) to the
respective stores (in case of UHBVN, the
same exercise shall be done by SE,
Stores & Workshop, Dhulkote).

Further, the following amendments of SOT/Key dates is as under: Sr.
No.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Department Stage

Tenderer’s Stage

Start date Expiry date
and time
and time
Downloading of
30.01.2018 02.03.2018
Tender Documents 12.00 Hours 13.00 Hours
& Bid Preparation
Manual submission of technical documents
Upto 06.03.2018
(Within 4 days from the opening of part-I)
(15.00 Hrs.)
Technical Opening (Part-I)
Upto 02.03.2018
(15.00 Hrs.)
Short listing of Technical bids &
Will be intimated to the
Opening of Financial Bid
firms on their E-mails

Above amendments are notified in respect of above mentioned tender enquiry for
information of all concerned:
All other terms and conditions will remain unchanged. Detailed information can also
be obtained from websites https://haryanaeprocurement.gov.in and www.dhbvn.org.in

Superintending Engineer/MM,
For CE/MM, DHBVN, Hisar.
Not to be published

